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As silicon carbide has matured as a technology and been adopted in countless power conversion designs, questions still arise relative to maximizing 
its performance. This white paper offers answers to common questions associated to SiC design considerations, such as:

• Why does SiC add so much value to systems?

• Is SiC as reliable as silicon? Are they tested the same way?

• How do I ruggedize the design for thermals, EMI, and short circuit protection?

• How do I select gate drivers for optimum power conversion and control?

• Why is the switching frequency limited to 65 kHz in your totem-pole reference design even using SiC compared to Si?

• How do I optimize the system for improved efficiencies, max power density and lowest system cost?

• How do I choose the right SiC MOSFET? Are the datasheets/parameters and models the same as silicon?

• What is the maximum temperature I can run a SiC MOSFET at without having reliability concerns?

• How can I calculate conduction losses over temperature?

• How do I optimize for switching frequency?

This paper will address the current SiC landscape and advantages, designing with losses, switching frequency, the effects and considerations of 
inductances, gate driving, noise, and applications enabled by SiC.

SiC vs. Si Devices: The Mission Statement for SiC

Designers, of course, are interested in silicon carbide because of the potential it brings. This potential includes:

• Enabling high-frequency switching without loss of efficiency. This means faster switching and lower switching losses. It also means lower 
output capacitance, making it easier to achieve zero-voltage switching.

• Less temperature dependence of on-resistance (RDS(On)), which leads to lower conduction loss at high temperature.

• And of course, increasing power density, reducing the size and weight of the system and balancing system cost.
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The Current SiC Landscape

With Wolfspeed’s recent introduction of 650V SiC MOSFETs, the current SiC landscape, as shown in Figure 1, is considerably broadened. These 
650V SiC MOSFETs significantly address the lower power area, which was traditionally silicon. Now SiC is a very real possibility at anything 650V 
and beyond, offering high power, medium- to high-switching frequency, and performance at high temperature.

These SiC 650V MOSFETs have made a significant change to the overall landscape. They beat anything at lower RDS(On) devices (≤ 100mΩ). They 
increase efficiency through lower switching and conduction loss. And they allow higher operating temperature—SiC is 175Tj rated.

And it is important to bear in mind that this new landscape is today’s landscape—not a vision of the future. As a technology, SiC has matured 
already. The barriers to entry for new technologies—maturity, supply, reliability—are not a concern here when you design with Wolfspeed SiC.

SiC has already been adopted into many applications, including PV inverters, battery chargers for EV, server power supplies, and high-power 
traction.

Wolfspeed offers a large, entrenched product portfolio for these applications. As shown in Figure 2, below, Wolfspeed’s SiC power products 
include SiC Schottky diodes and MOSFETs, SiC power modules and SiC bare die Schottky diodes and MOSFETs.
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SiC Advantages

As mentioned above, a primary advantage of SiC, versus Si or GaN, is RDS(On). As illustrated in Figure 3, below, when RDS(On) is plotted over 
temperature, SiC’s advantages become immediately apparent. Where silicon and GaN increase 2x or even 3x over temperature, SiC increases only 
1.3x or 1.4x over temperature. 

Another important area where SiC offers an advantage is IGBT knee voltage, as illustrated in Figure 4, below. This chart compares a 50A IGBT to a 
50A SiC MOSFET in module at tj=150°C. As shown in the chart, SiC MOSFETs have lower conduction losses than IGBTs from 99% rated current 
and below.

This is where the linear VDS curve of the MOSFET is superior to the knee/exponential curve of the IGBT. If you put the devices in parallel, the issue 
becomes even worse for the IGBT because of that fixed VCE curve.

Effective Switching Frequency

ESF is the maximum switching frequency in a hard-switched application that a device can sustain at IC100 with a 50% square wave duty cycle, 
without exceeding the device’s specified maximum power dissipation at working voltage. Given that definition, and using a formula for ESF of:
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if we refer to datasheets and compare calculated ESF for a 40 mΩ SiC MOSFET and that of a 40 mΩ silicon MOSFET, you can see that the 
MOSFET offers a 10x better EST value.

The above example is theoretical for hard-switched, but it offers a feel for the capabilities of silicon carbide. In reality, then, what limits hard-
switching frequencies?

Figure 5, above, compares a SiC MOSFET to an IGBT and shows the effects that cooling costs and bill of materials (smaller inductors, filters, 
capacitors, etc.) savings have on switching frequency. As you can see, the cooling costs for an IGBT increase rather dramatically as frequency 
increases, and the optimum switching frequency for IGBTs (i.e., where BOM savings and cooling costs intersect) is around 18 kHz.

Moving to the silicon carbide MOSFET, you can see that the cooling costs increase with frequency. (Lower loss, yes, but it’s still creating loss that 
must be dissipated.) The sweet spot here, where SiC MOSFET BOM savings intersect with cooling costs, is in the 60 kHz range for hard switching

When you compare the two, there is roughly a 20–25% improvement by implementing silicon carbide in the system.

It is important to look at overall system cost here. While it’s true that the silicon carbide product is typically more expensive than a silicon product, 
the overall system cost savings achieved with optimized switching frequency typically outweighs that price difference.

Effects & Considerations of Inductances

When optimizing for applications, it is important to look at figure of merit— RDS(On) time, switching loss or gate charge (QG), typically. It is also 
important to look carefully at product datasheets when trying to choose a device.
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Figure 6, below, shows an example of Wolfspeed’s recently released XM3 modules with industry-leading power density. The graph shows a 450A 
module vs. a 400A module. At a hot 150°C junction temperature, you can see an inflection point at around 18 kHz between the two modules – one 
being lower current and one being slightly higher current. And you can see the 450A module, in blue, is optimized around a very low RDS(On), low I2R 
die, whereas the 400A module is optimized for figure of merit and has a different die inside. So you can see as the switching frequency increases, 
both the ampacity (the graph on the left) and the power output (the graph on the right), right around that 15-18 kHz point, what would be a lower 
current rated module on a datasheet actually carries more power and current than its “colleague” as the switching frequency increases.

Turning to application examples, a motor drive typically operates under 20 kHz, and that’s why conduction loss is critical. But when you move to a 
more static power application, like a DC-DC or DC-AC inverter for a solar application, you might be ranging up to 48-60 kHz operation. Then, what 
would be a lower power module on a datasheet actually becomes more effective.

Implementing switching frequency is also an important part of design process. Figure 7, below, shows a good example of the magnetics of a real 
system—this is a direct impact of switching frequency. This is a model of an IGBT-based 200 kW UPS system working at 16 kHz. (Remember the 
earlier discussion of the optimum switching frequencies of silicon being in this range.)

Moving to silicon carbide, we optimize now for higher switching frequency without compromise of loss—in actual fact, with improving losses—at 48 
kHz. What effect does this really have? Cooling is the immediate difference; there’s a significant difference in losses. IGBT at 16 kHz is just under 
400 W of loss; silicon carbide at 48 kHz is just over 200 W of loss. Incidentally, if you could successfully operate IGBT at 48 kHz, you would be 
dissipating nearly 900 W.

Figure 6

Figure 7
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The effect of this, of course, is on the size of your magnetics. We touched earlier on the reduction in magnetics cost and size, and this is a real 
example. The inductor here goes from 1.2 mH for IGBT to 0.4 mH for silicon carbide. This is roughly a 2.5x reduction in cost. And of course, that is 
also a considerable difference in weight and size, as well as loss. This is the effect of optimizing switching frequencies. 

Other Benefits of Wolfspeed SiC for Design Considerations

Finally, in terms of other benefits of designing with silicon carbide, the graphs in Figure 8, below, show several. The top chart shows devices in 
parallel. You can see how nicely they share current. PTC ensures static current sharing, and lower Rg improves dynamic current sharing. And, of 
course, threshold is inversely related to temperature to help balance the power dissipation.

It’s also important to consider Vds ruggedness, as shown in the lower left, below. A typical IGBT is rated as 1200 V, with a breakdown at about 1250 
V, whereas silicon carbide has to be more robust and rugged and will typically be rated higher. This comes into play when you must de-rate in an 
application—for example, in cosmic radiation with terrestrial neutron effects, you have to derate as altitude increases. This is where the robustness 
of Vds for silicon carbide shines through.

And then in the lower right graph, below, you see again what a huge impact reverse recovery has for a silicon carbide diode. This chart shows a 
650 V silicon MOSFET versus a 650 V SiC MOSFET. You can see that the Qrr of the silicon MOSFET body diode is 13,000 nC vs. just 11 nC for 
the SiC MOSFET. SiC has less than 1% of the Qrr as compared to silicon. This is obviously less important for a soft switching application or in an 
asymmetrical construction. But for symmetrical, buck boost or half-bridges, hard switching, that reverse recovery is critical.

Advantage of the Kelvin Source Pin

Another fundamental design consideration, but one that is often overlooked, is Kelvin source. This is critical for silicon carbide. The Kelvin source 
pin eliminates source inductance vs. a standard three-pin. Source inductance basically pushes back against the gate driver when it is implemented. 
It adds to the input capacitance, of course, and that slows down the switching loss.

You can see in Figure 9, below, that adding the Kelvin source pin, a four-pin package, to the same die results in a tremendous reduction in switching 
loss. Obviously, moving to a 7-lead surface mount package would be even better.
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Performance Comparisons

The group of images in Figure 10, below, show a side-by-side comparison of conduction loss and switching loss. These are 400 VDC input/48 VDC 
output devices in a DC-to-DC application, one silicon carbide and the others silicon. You can see in the top left group of images and the bottom left 
table that the 120 mΩ SiC device stacks up nicely against the 60 mΩ silicon super-junction devices. There is no compromise in efficiency. Case 
temperature is cooler for one of the super-junction devices, with the silicon carbide device in the middle.

Selecting SiC MOSFET Gate Driver

Selecting a gate driver for silicon carbide is not so different from silicon, whether a MOSFET or IGBT. You’ve got to put a positive gate drive to turn it 
on, and with silicon carbide, a negative gate drive to ensure hard turn-off. 

Additional considerations include:

• CMTI (>100KV/us)

• VIORM Maximum Working Insulation Voltage (up to 1700V)

Figure 9

Figure 10
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• Driving capability (up to 10A)

• Output pull-up/pull-down RDS(ON)

• Propagation delay time and channel mismatch time (<10nS)

• Active miller clamp

• Fast Short Circuit Protection (<1.8uS)

Otherwise, the design is essentially the same as with silicon, including:

• Place gate driver as close as possible to the MOSFET

• Optimize the switching speed to limit dv/dt

• Minimize the gate loop inductance

• Place small capacitor between the gate and source

• Keep power traces away from the gate loop

• Place a ferrite bead in series with the gate

Layout for gate drive

Designers can be confident that designing with silicon carbide includes the same considerations they are already familiar with for silicon, including 
symmetrical design and balance. Figure 12, below, is an example of two images in parallel. This is a half-bridge, with two switches at the high side 
and two switches at the low side. Points to note include the symmetrical gate path and having the gate return path below the drive path (2nd layer) 
for lower inductance.
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1200V XM3 Module 400A, 425A, 450A XM3 C, 
E,T* C C C

1200V HM2 Module 325A HM2 C C C C

1200V BM2 Module 120A, 300A BM2 C,E C C C

1700V BM2 Module 300A BM2

1200V CM2 Module 20A, 50A CM2 C C C H

650V C3M MOSFET 15mΩ, 60mΩ D,K,J C C,E* C H, R P P P P

900V C3M MOSFET 30mΩ, 65mΩ, 120mΩ, 280mΩ D,K,J C C C H P P P P

900V E3M MOSFET 65mΩ, 120mΩ, 280mΩ D C C C H P P P P

1000V C3M MOSFET 65mΩ, 120mΩ J,K C C C H P P P P

1200V C3M MOSFET 16mΩ, 21mΩ, 25mΩ, 32mΩ, 40mΩ, 
49mΩ, 75mΩ, 80mΩ, 160mΩ, 280mΩ D,J,K C C C H P P P P

1700V C2M MOSFET 45mΩ, 80mΩ, 1000mΩ D,P

* - In development
E - Evalua�on Board Exists
T - Test Report Exists
R - Reference Design Exists

C - General companion recommenda�on 
H - Preferred for Half Bridge Configura�ons
F - Preferred for High Frequency Applica�ons
V - Preferred for High Voltage Applica�ons
P - Preferred when paralleling switches

Automo�ve Qualified

Automo�ve Capable 

• Low Pin Count
• Small Footprint
• Low Delay 
• High CMTI
• Typical applica�ons:
    • OBC, DC / DC

Basic 
• Low Delay 
• High CMTI
• Bipolar Supplies
• Integrated Protec�on
• Error Repor�ng (flag)
• Typical applica�ons:
   • Trac�on Inverter
   • Industrial / Energy Systems

Protec�ng
• Low Delay
• High CMTI
• Bipolar Supplies
• Integrated Protec�on/Monitoring
• Status Repor�ng (Flag + SPI)
• Fly-back Controller
• SPI Configurable 
• Typical applica�ons:
   • Trac�on Inverter
   • High Performance Industrial / Energy Systems

Programmable

Figure 11: Analog Devices and Wolfspeed combine market-leading SiC MOSFETs and Gate Drivers to deliver high efficiency and high 
reliability system solutios across industrial, engergy and automotive applications



Looking at the system level now. Figure 13, below, is a three-phase system that follows standard, familiar design procedures, including:

• 1.78mm thick AlN pad between MOSFET and heat sink to reduce parasitic capacitance. Reduces common mode current due to faster dv/dt

• Ceramic caps very close the Drain of the top MOSFET and Source of the bottom MOSFET to reduce parasitic inductance, followed by close 
film caps

• RC snubber on DC bus to absorb ringing due to parasitic oscillations thus reduce EMI

• Optimum copper area for switch node to reduce radiated EMI

• Control board plugs directly into power board through connector to reduce long wire connections to reduce pick up noise

Designing with SiC Modules - Inductance

Wolfspeed’s modules have been carefully designed to have reduced internal stray inductance. The XM3 series, shown in Figure 14, below, is the 
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industry’s lowest at 6.5 nH. Additional system-level design considerations regarding inductance include:

• Minimizing stray inductance isn’t just picking a low inductance module

• The bus bar must be carefully designed to minimize inductance and must utilize enough conducting material to manage self-heating

• The capacitor selection is also highly critical, the stray inductance of each capacitor must be minimized

• Through careful bus bar and capacitor selection along with the choice of a low inductance module, overshoot and ringing can be kept in check 
to enable low loss switching

A tight design, as shown in Figure 15, below, can lead to a total power loop inductance of only 12 nH. This complete solution for motor drives and 
high -efficiency converters features:

• High-performance liquid cooled cold plate

• Low inductance, high-ripple current film capacitors = total power loop inductance of only 12 nH

• Simple bussing design

• Highly integrated enclosure allows for a very compact and lightweight inverter

Figure 14
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EMI

With silicon carbide, you see a sharper dv/dt—both rising and falling edges, that’s the way switching loss is reduced. But there is no need to panic 
about EMI, because the effect is not that problematic. In the charts in Figure 16, below, left-hand curve shows the differences between silicon 
and silicon carbide. But the right-hand curve shows that these differences only come into play at higher switching frequencies. These effects are 
mitigated with standard EMI practices.

Case Study: EMI of silicon carbide vs. silicon Case Study: PFC Boost Meanwell NDR-480-48, 480W/48V

Figure 17, below, is an off-the-shelf power supply that was retrofitted with silicon carbide to replace the silicon.

This set of curves in Figure 18, below, show the dv/dt of the silicon version (top curves) vs. silicon carbide (bottom curves). You can see that at turn-
on, silicon has a tf of at 21ns, with 15.65 V/ns dv/dt. Looking at silicon carbide at turn-on, you can see a tf of roughly half that of silicon, 12ns. And 
dv/dt has gone from 15.65 V/ns with silicon to 23.75 V/ns with silicon carbide. So yes, that is a sharper, crisper edge.

It’s a similar story at turn-off, as you would expect. A very slow turn-off with silicon at 135 ns and just under 5 V/ns dv/dt. Silicon carbide shows a tf 
of 55 ns and 7 V/ns dv/dt.
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But what does this actually give us in terms of EMI? We measured the spectrum of conducted EMI, as shown in Figure 19, below. As you can see, 
there is no visual difference between silicon (left) and silicon carbide (right), despite the slight difference in dv/dt.

The next set of curves, in Figure 20, below, shows what happens at much higher frequencies. The most noticeable difference comes into effect at 
40 MHz. Here, typical mitigation efforts—the same as used for Si-based products—can attenuate that EMI noise.
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The key takeaways here with regard to silicon carbide and EMI is to not panic. Silicon carbide enables high-frequency operation, and despite faster 
dv/dt, little effect is seen at normal design frequencies. EMI filter design method stays the same as with silicon-based design. And standard EMI 
mitigations can be applied.

Conclusion

Silicon carbide is currently enabling a wide range of applications, as shown in the examples below:

SiC-based solutions are proven to have higher efficiency, power density, and system cost effectiveness than traditional Si-based solutions. 
Some design considerations differ from that of using silicon, specifically around the fast rise and fall switching edges, gate drive optimization and 
awareness of stray inductances. However, Wolfspeed has several design tools available to support our customers’ efforts.
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